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Ensuring STEM is for all
Ensuring STEM is for all
Many learners feel that STEM is ‘not for them’. This page offers suggestions for
overcoming some of the inherent barriers to participation in STEM. Girls in particular
are, in general, less likely to feel STEM is ‘for them’, although research strongly
suggests that there is no inherent difference between girls and boys which should
limit young people’s interests, capabilities or ambitions.
Addressing self-selection
Even very young learners will already be self-selecting into and out of activities
based in part on their perception of what is ‘right’ for them.
• Consider running an initial activity for everyone, rather than as an optional extra.
• Extend personal invites to those who may not be considering participating, but
who might particularly benefit from the experience.
• Reflect on who you expect to participate. Might unconscious bias be influencing
perceptions?
Confidence
Some learners lack confidence in their abilities in STEM.
• Build confidence in less resilient individuals by encouraging a growth mindset.
Concentrate on praising effort and processes rather than attainment.
• Challenge belief in natural talent.
• Consider the role of competition. Competitions might motivate the successful,
but there are always more losers than winners. Are there ways to reinforce skills
of collaboration and team working?
Pathways/skills
Many learners do not feel STEM is relevant to them or to their futures.
• Be explicit about the skills that are being developed and link those skills to the
wide range of pathways STEM offers.
• Counter the perception that STEM is only for the very high attainers. (e.g. the
field of architecture employs architects but also architectural technicians,
architectural technologists, building surveyors, stone masons etc.)
• Consider assigning explicit roles for group work ( e.g. time keeper, scribe,
resource manager etc...). This allows the quieter, less confident individuals to
contribute, and the more exuberant class members to learn how to collaborate.
• Reflect on the resources and images used in the classroom. Do they challenge
stereotypes about who does what kinds of job?
Reflective Questions
• Are activities building STEM capital for all learners, not just those who already
have an interest?
• Are all learners developing a range of skills, and relating them to future
pathways?
• Are learners developing an understanding of the breadth of opportunities
available through developing STEM skills?
For further information including more detailed action guides for ELCs, primary and
secondary schools please visit www.bit.ly/NIHIGB
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The Brief
Help prevent climate change by entering our three-part competition:
1. Investigate how much energy is being used in your home, school, or another local building. Find
out where energy is being wasted and think about ways to reduce wastage.
2. Invent a way of reducing energy use or energy waste using technology. Use a micro:bit to
demonstrate or prototype how your invention would work.
3. Make a short video, slideshow, poster or report explaining the results of your energy usage
investigation and showing what your invention does and how it works.

We want this challenge to be as flexible as possible so we are not putting any limitations on how people
can take part. Young people can take part individually, as part of small groups or as a whole class. This
can be delivered within class time, as part of home learning or as extra-curricular activity.
Read through the full guide - there is lots of helpful information to help you get started.

Resources
Thanks to generous funding from the Digital Xtra Fund, Micro:bit Educational Foundation, Scottish Power
and the University of Edinburgh we are able to offer a small kit containing three micro:bits and some
electrical components to the first 40 schools that register.

You can also use any micro:bits that your school already has or the micro:bit simulator at
https://makecode.microbit.org/
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The Competition
We will host a virtual celebration event on 9 June 2022 from 11am to 12pm to showcase all the amazing
entries to the challenge and meet some of our inspiring industry partners.
Send your video, slideshow, poster or report to us at yesc@scdi.org.uk by 27 May 2022.
Prizes
Primary school winner £250
Secondary school winner £250
The winning entry from last year, designed an automatic switch to charge the family mobile phones when
their solar panels had excess electricity.
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Background
In November 2021, world leaders from around the globe met in Glasgow to discuss ways to limit climate
change at the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference, also known as COP26. The Scottish
Government has declared a climate emergency.
Climate change is already having a huge impact on the world that we live in today.

What is climate change?
While there is natural change in the Earth’s climate over long periods, humans are responsible for the
recent rapid increase in speed at which our climate is warming up.

See a more detailed Earth Temperature Timeline at https://xkcd.com/1732/

Why does it matter?
This is causing problems such as:
●

Losses of ecosystems and biodiversity; deforestation, desertification and ocean acidification.

●

Decreased air quality.

●

Water shortages – drought.

●

Food shortages – famine as areas become less suitable for growing crops.

●

Increased frequency and severity of extreme weather events.

●

Global temperature rise leading to sea level rise as ice caps melt.
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Why is it urgent?
If we don’t reduce the rate of temperature rise within the next decade or two, there will be further huge,
catastrophic, and irreversible consequences for our planet.

What causes climate change?
Greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide are naturally present in our
atmosphere. However human activities such as fossil fuel energy generation release huge additional
volumes of greenhouse gases each year into the atmosphere. This leads to more heat from the sun
remaining trapped within our planet resulting in the atmosphere warming.

What can we do to help?
Increasingly we are replacing the use of fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas with renewable energy sources
such as solar, wind, hydro and tidal power. These allow us to meet energy needs with far lower greenhouse
gas emissions.

Even so, our current energy needs are unsustainable, and we can help by decreasing the amount of energy
used. We can do this by changing how our buildings are made, how we heat our homes and how we fuel
our cars. Scientists are working to make everything from our computers to our light bulbs more energy
efficient. Everyone can play their part, from simply turning down our heating to turning appliances off
when they are not in use.
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Part 1 - Energy Audit
Perform an energy audit in your home, school, or another local building. Find out where energy is being
wasted and think about ways to reduce wastage.
You don’t have to get too caught up in calculations for this competition - we’re just looking for a basic
understanding of which appliances and devices are the biggest energy wasters and where there are good
opportunities to reduce energy usage or waste.

What is energy?
Energy is what makes the world go round. It comes in many forms. You know it as heat, as light, as
electricity, as motion ("kinetic" energy), as gravity ("potential" energy), and as the stuff that everything in
the world is made of ("chemical" energy.)

Energy is the ability to do work. A raised ball has the potential to move when you release it. A car has a
tank full of petrol ready to make the engine turn the wheels. The sockets in your home and school supply
electricity that's ready to run heaters, lights, computers and more.
Energy is never created or destroyed - it's just changed from one form to another.
●

A kettle turns electric energy into heat energy.

●

A light bulb turns electric energy into light.

●

A motor turns electric energy into movement (kinetic) energy.

Scientists measure energy in Joules. A Joule is very small so when looking at energy usage in homes and
schools we measure it in Kilowatt-hours. One Kilowatt-hour (kWh for short) is the same as 3,600,000 Joules.
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What is power?
Power is a measure of how quickly a device uses up energy. It is measured in Watts or Kilowatts.

A device rated 800 Watts uses up energy twice as fast as a device rated 400 Watts.
A Kilowatt is just 1000 Watts.
A one Kilowatt appliance will use up one Kilowatt-hour of energy every hour.
A two Kilowatt appliance will use up two Kilowatt-hours of energy every hour, which is one Kilowatt-hour
every half hour.

Getting started
Some questions to think about:

●

Will you analyse energy usage in your school, in your home, or in another building?

●

Which are the most power hungry devices?

●

Which devices use power when they are not in use?

●

Is there a device that is on longer than it needs to be?

●

Is there an easy way to switch a device on or off?

●

Could a device be programmed to run at night when there is lower demand for electricity?

●

Are there policies that affect energy consumption, e.g. lights left on at night for security reasons?
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How do I find out how much energy an appliance uses?
Most high-power appliances have an energy label on the back or base of the appliance. Look here to find
the wattage, listed as "W." If it gives a range (i.e. 200 – 300 W) choose a number in the middle.
Microwave (label on back)

Washing Machine (label on back)

Kettle (label underneath base)

Students must not handle live electrical equipment or be exposed to any electrically dangerous
environments such as switchboards while collecting data for their audit.
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Energy use for typical appliances
If you can’t find the label, you can use the tables below to get a rough estimate or research typical energy
uses by appliance online at sites like the Centre for Sustainable Energy:
https://www.cse.org.uk/advice/advice-and-support/how-much-electricity-am-i-using
Entertainment

Lighting

32" LED TV

20W

55" LED TV

100W

65" LED TV

120W

Amazon Echo

3W

DVD player

25W

Game console

120W

Phone charger

4W

45W

Computer monitor

25W

Desktop computer

100W

Gaming PC

300W

Inkjet printer

20W

Laptop computer

50W

Wifi router

4W

Bedroom
Electric blanket

200W

Hairdryer

1800W

Straightening iron

75W

3000W

Fan heater

2000W

Incandescent light bulb

60W to
100W

LED light bulb

5W to
10W

Cooker hood

20W

Dishwasher

1200W

Freezer

30W

Fridge

100W

Fridge/freezer

150W

Hob (per ring)

100W

Kettle

3000W

Microwave

800W

Oven

2000W

Toaster

800W

Washing machine

500W

Household

Heating
Convector heater

10W to
20W

Kitchen

Computing
Chromebook

Fluorescent (CFL) light bulb
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Table fan

10W

Vacuum cleaner

450W

Electric car charger

2000W
to
7000W

Electric shower

9000W

How much does electricity cost?
Your electricity bill lists the cost per kilowatt hour (kWh). It might talk about cost per “unit” which is the
same thing. If you can’t find this, 15p or 20p per kWh is a good estimate.

How do I calculate the total energy usage of each appliance?
1. Find the appliance’s power rating. This will be in the form of Watts (W) or Kilowatts (kW). This is
the amount of energy it would use in 1 hour.
Example: microwave 800W
2. If your power is in Watts, divide by 1,000 to get kilowatts.
Example: 800W / 1000 = 0.8 kW
3. Multiply by the cost of electricity per kWh. This tells you the amount you can expect to pay per
hour the item is used.
Example: 0.8 kW x 15p per unit = 12p per hour to run the microwave
4. Multiply cost by hours used each day. So if it is used 3 hours a day it is ‘x 3’ or if it is half an hour a
day it is ‘x 0.5’. This gives you the total cost per day.
Example: microwave is on for half an hour per day.
12p per hour x 0.5 hours usage = 6p per day total cost.

Step 1
Find the item’s
power

Step 2
Divide by 1000
to convert
kilowatts to
watts

Step 3
Multiply by
electricity cost
per unit

Step 4
Multiply by
number of
hours used

Item

Hours used
per day

Power

Power in kW

Cost per hour
to run this
item

Total cost for
daily usage

example:
microwave

0.5

800 W

0.8 kW

12p

6p
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What is Vampire power?
You’ll probably find the biggest energy users are heating appliances, so they might be a good place to apply
your invention. But there is another area you might want to focus on:
Many devices such as televisions, computers, even phone chargers, consume a small amount of current
all the time even when they are turned “off”, either because of poor design or for a specific purpose. For
example a television usually keeps one small circuit powered all the time so it can respond when you press
buttons on the remote control. This constant trickle of power in standby mode is known as “standby power”
or “vampire power”.

Even though we’re talking about a relatively small amount of power, it’s often being consumed all the time
and in some cases “vampire power” can add up to as much as 10% of a building’s total power consumption.
Since about 2010 regulations have been introduced around the world to limit the amount of energy devices
can consume when not operating. Watch out for older appliances that may consume more power in
standby.
Vampire power can be eliminated by unplugging devices or switching them off at the wall socket when
they are not in use.
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Part 2 - Your Invention
Invent a way of reducing energy use or energy waste using technology. Use a micro:bit to demonstrate or
prototype how your invention would work.
We’re looking for:
●

Creative ideas that will reduce energy use or waste

●

Experimentation - even if you don’t make a fully working prototype, try things out and demonstrate
what you can

How can we reduce energy usage?
Dream big! Here are some ideas to consider:
●

Automation (perhaps your invention can detect something is not being used and turn it off)

●

Monitoring (perhaps your invention will help people to realise how much energy they are using)

●

Behaviour change (perhaps your invention can tell people why we should reduce our energy
usage and how they can help)

Some simple examples:
●

A timer that turns your heating off overnight

●

A motion detector that switches the lights on / off when people enter or leave a room

●

A device that measures how long the heating or lights have been on

●

A thermometer that sounds an alarm when a target temperature is reached

●

A nagging voice that reminds you to turn off the lights when it sees you leave a room
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Introducing micro:bit
micro:bit is a tiny circuit board designed to help young people learn to code and create with technology.
You may have used it before. It has many features including an LED display, buttons, speakers and a motion
sensor. It has connections at the bottom that you can attach to other things like LEDs. You can connect it
to Scratch to build creative projects that combine the magic of digital and physical worlds.
Previous version 1 micro:bit (included with this project)

New version 2 micro:bit
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Programming micro:bit
The micro:bit website contains all you need to get started. You don't need to install anything to use the
micro:bit on Windows, Mac or Chromebook – it's done on makecode.microbit.org where you can create
your programs. There is also an app for iPad and Android.
There are other ways to use the micro:bit too. If you are already familiar with micro:bit, feel free
to skip this introduction and do it the way you are comfortable with.
The micro:bit editor is very similar to Scratch, with command blocks you can drag into a programming area.
It comes with two blocks to start you off – one called “on start” for things you want to happen once when
your program first runs and one called “forever” for things you want it to repeat after that.

When you plug the micro:bit into your computer it appears like a flash drive. From the website you
download your program and copy this downloaded file onto the “flash drive”.
The micro:bit website comes with many tutorials if you want to learn more! Additional start up guides and
lesson plans can be found here: http://mb4ps.co.uk/resources
Top Tip
Is the 'Downloads' folder blocked in your school? Is that stopping you from being able to access your
downloaded .hex files? Here's how to download your .hex file directly to your micro:bit in Chrome, Safari
and Edge.
https://support.microbit.org/support/solutions/articles/19000093090-direct-download-to-the-micro-bit
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Your first program

Go to the micro:bit editor at https://makecode.microbit.org and click to start a new project.

In the command menu, click Basic, and drag a “show
leds” block into the “forever” block in the
programming area.

Click to select which lights you want to have on – here
we've used a nice star pattern:

From the Basic menu, drag a “pause (ms)” block and put
it right after the “show leds” block. Click on the number
and choose a longer delay – here we're choosing 1
second.

Now put another “show leds” block after the pause
block, and another pause block after that. Again, set the
delay to 1 second. Here's how the whole program
should look now:
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Now look at the simulator at the left of the screen. You should see your program running. You might
want to try changing the pattern or the length of delay and see what happens:

Once you're happy with your program, let's put it on a real micro:bit. Click the big download button at
the bottom of the screen:

Plug the micro:bit into your computer with a USB cable. It should appear like a normal flash drive. Find
the file that you downloaded in the step above (usually it goes into your downloads folder) and copy and
paste or drag it onto the “flash drive”.
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You'll see some yellow lights flashing on the back of the micro:bit. When they're finished your program
will start running! If you want to use the micro:bit away from your computer, just unplug the USB cable
and plug in the battery box instead.

Flashing an LED
Let's try using the micro:bit to control external components - in this example, an LED.
First wire up your LED to your micro:bit as shown here. The longer lead of the LED goes to the red
(positive) wire which goes to the pin marked “0”. The shorter leg of the LED goes to the black (negative)
wire which goes to the pin marked “GND”.

Now go to https://makecode.microbit.org and create the
following program. The “digital write pin” block is used to
turn the pins at the edge of the micro:bit on and off. It
can be found under Advanced, then Pins. The “pause
(ms)” block is under Basic.

Note that you'll need to click on the number in the second red block and change it from 0 to 1.
Look at the simulator and see if your program is doing what you want. You should see pin 0 (at the left)
change from gold to orange to show it is turning on and off. You might want to try changing the timings
in the pause blocks to make different flash patterns.
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Plug the micro:bit into the computer and wait for it to appear as a “flash drive”.
Click the Download button at the bottom of the screen and copy the downloaded file onto the “flash
drive” as before.
When the program is finished downloading, your program should run, and the LED should flash!
If your LED doesn’t flash, try swapping the connections to the legs as LEDs only work one-way
round.

Connecting the micro:bit to Scratch
You can connect your micro:bit to Scratch so you can use the best features of both platforms:
●

Your Scratch program can control the micro:bit display

●

You can use the buttons and sensors on the micro:bit to control your Scratch program

To connect your micro:bit to Scratch, follow the steps at https://scratch.mit.edu/microbit
Here are some of the Scratch blocks that become available once you link your micro:bit
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Part 3 - Video, Slideshow, Poster or Report
Make a short video, slideshow, poster or report explaining the results of your energy audit and showing
what your invention does and how it works.

Feel free to be creative and use any format you like! You could also make a website, book, animation,
interactive Scratch activity, interpretative dance...

Suggested Topics
Think about covering some of these topics:
Climate change:
●

What is climate change and why is it important?

●

How can reducing our energy usage help?

Your energy audit:
●

How did you get on with performing an energy audit?

●

What were the results of your audit? Was there anything that surprised you?

●

Where do you see opportunities to reduce energy use?

Your invention:
●

What is your invention?

●

How does it work?

●

How much difference would your invention make if everyone used it?

Reflecting on the project:
●

Who did what in the project? Who helped you?

●

How did you get on with using the micro:bit? Did you run into any problems and if so how did you
solve them?

●

What would you do differently if you did this project again?
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Health and Safety
Please note that it is teachers’ responsibility to ensure activities are carried out safely within the club or
class, and to complete a risk assessment in accordance with usual practice before undertaking any
practical activities please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you require any further guidance.
Support is available to schools from SSERC. You can find health and safety guidance on their website at
https://www.sserc.org.uk/ or by contacting primary@sserc.scot
Included is the BBC micro:bit safety instructions, full details of which can be found here:
https://microbit.org/guide/safety-advice/

Cleaning the micro:bit
If you are using the micro:bit in a setting where one device is likely to be used by multiple people you may
wish to clean the device to prevent spreading of germs and bacteria. We would recommend using a 70%
isopropyl/ethanol solution and cotton swabs or wipes. You should disconnect the battery or power supply
and use the wipe or swab to gently clean the surface of the board.
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Micro:bit safety guide

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT:
THE MICRO:BIT IS AN EXPOSED BOARD, TO BE USED WITH CARE
PLEASE RETAIN THIS INFORMATION FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

Please avoid handling the BBC micro:bit circuit board
while plugged into a power supply.

Using the BBC micro:bit is easy to use but is designed to
have all the electrical parts on display. This does mean
there's a small risk that the parts can be damaged and even
overheat with a risk of injury but a little bit of care and
caution will ensure you and your micro:bit will stay fit and
healthy.

All peripherals (for example: USB cable, battery holder,
sensors) used with your BBC micro:bit should comply
with the relevant standards and should be marked
accordingly
Connecting your BBC micro:bit to any unapproved
peripherals could damage your BBC micro:bit

Safety warnings
1. Always keep your BBC micro:bit in the anti-static
bag when not in use. It's good practice for
students to earth themselves before handling it.
2. Please handle your BBC micro:bit by its edges.
This minimises the risk of damage through an
electrostatic discharge.
3. Please use the battery pack and the USB lead
provided to power your micro:bit. Do not use
portable battery chargers or USB charging ports
(often marked with a lightning bolt or 'SS'), to
power your micro:bit. Using these may damage
your micro:bit and stop it working properly.
4. Please do not attempt to keep using faulty
micro:bits. If a school-issued micro:bit develops a
fault, contact us at microbitreturns@bbc.co.uk
immediately.
5. The maximum current safely supplied to an external
circuit using the 3V pin on the edge connector is
100mA. Please make sure this limit is not exceeded.
6. Please do not store or use your BBC micro:bit in
extremely hot or cold environments.
7. Do not place any metal objects across the printed
circuits on the board as this can cause a short circuit
damaging your BBC micro:bit. This can cause risk of
burn or fire.
8. Do not use your BBC micro:bit in water or with wet
hands.
9. Do not leave your BBC micro:bit plugged into a
computer or any other device unsupervised.

Please do not leave your BBC micro:bit within reach of
children under 8 years of age.
Please operate your BBC micro:bit in a well ventilated
room
To remove the battery pack, pinch the connector with
your fingers. Do not remove by pulling the wires.

Battery warnings
Do not try to charge normal (non-rechargeable)
batteries
Please do not mix different types of batteries or mix
new and used batteries
Please use batteries of the same or equivalent type as
those recommended
Please insert batteries the correct way round
(with the correct polarity)
Please remove spent batteries from the battery holder
Do not short-circuit the battery supply terminals, for
example by placing a metal object across the terminals
Only use Zinc or Alkaline batteries with your BBC
micro:bit
Please do not use rechargeable batteries
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Energy Careers
These ideas and thousands more can be found on the My World of Work Website along with a huge
amount of valuable career, skills and education material https://www.myworldofwork.co.uk/

Hydroelectric jobs / electrical engineering – You would design, build and maintain the electrical
systems and equipment that are vital to industry, the railways and manufacturing such as in a
hydroelectric dam / power station.
Mechanical engineer - You would design and test components and machines like wind turbines, pumps
for clean water and medical prosthetics to help people who have mobility difficulties. You’d oversee the
set-up of the machines and check that they work properly.
Energy Engineer - You would design and construct sites to generate energy from the wind, sun and
water. You would research, design and oversee construction of power generation plants that use
renewable and sustainable natural resources.
Smart Meter installer - You would fit and repair gas and electricity meters in homes and businesses.
Smart meters help customers to keep track of how much energy they use in real time and which
appliances use the most power. The aim is to help customers reduce energy use and so cut bills.
Heating and ventilation engineer - You would install and service heating and air conditioning systems.
You’d help people and organisations save energy by making the systems as efficient as possible. You’d
work on systems in large buildings like office blocks, factories, schools and hospitals. You would make
sure that systems work as efficiently as possible to reduce energy consumption.
Gas service technician - You would safely install and repair gas heating and hot water systems. You’d
maintain and repair the pipes, appliances and meters. You would work in people’s homes and in
businesses like cafes and hotels. You’d need to check systems carefully to make sure they work or find
any problems. You’d follow technical layouts and diagrams.
Environmental consultant - You would give advice to businesses and organisations about
environmental issues. You’d assess the environmental impact of new developments or industries. You’d
help businesses to be greener.
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Any Questions?
Help will always be given at YESC to those who ask for it - drop us an email at yesc@scdi.org.uk.

Young Engineers and Science Clubs Scotland
Scottish Council for Development and Industry
yesc@scdi.org.uk
www.yecscotland.co.uk
@scdiYESC
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